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A dorno's intellectual biography is marked throughout and right into
/ \ its aesthetic abstractioDS by the experience d fascism. The mode

of reflection of this experience, whidi reads in die creations of
an the indissoluble unity of critique and suffering, constitutes the
relentlessness of the claim to negate ttnd at the same time confines this
claim within its limits. In refiection on the f^dst vidence brou^t
forth by the uncontrollable economic disasters of capitalist production,
the 'impaired life' knows that it cannot extricate itself from the en-
tanglement in the contradictions of bourgeois individuality whose
irrevocable decomposition it has recognised. "Hie fascist terror does
not only reveal the airtight coerciveness of highly industrialised class
societies, it also injures the subjectivity of the theoretician and rein-
forces the class barriers to his ability of theoretical percepdon. Adorno
articulates the consciousness of this problem in tiie introduction to
Minima Moralia:

'The violence which drove me away, at the sapoe time detiied to me the
full insight into its nature. I did not yet admit to myself the complicity
into whose orbit anybody comes who—facmg the unspeakable that
happened collectively—woidd still mention the individual.'

It appears as if Adorno, going through the incisive critique of the
ideological character of the bourgeois individual, was spellbound by
its ruins. In this case Adorno could never really have left the isolation
c£ emigradon. The momickilogical fate cf die individual separated frcHn
others by the economic laws of abstract labour is mirrored in its intel-
lectual subjectivity. Because of this, Adorno was incapable of trans-
forming his private compassion in view of the damned of the earth,
into an organised partisanship of theory engaged in the liberation of
of the oppressed.

Adomo's sociological insight, according to which 'the after life of
fasdsm inside democracy' has to be deemed as potentially more
dangerous 'than the after life of fascist tendencies against democracy',
turned his progressive fear of a fasdst stabilisation of restored mono-
poly capitalism into regressive anxiety regarding the forms of practical
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resistance against this tendency.
He shared the ambivalence of the political consciousness of many

critical intellectuals in Germany who imagine that socialist action from
the left is actually arousing the potential fascist terror from the right
against which it is fighting. According to this reasoning any praxis will
a priori be denounced as blind actionism and the possibility of political
critique is boycotted, namely the distinction between prerevolutionary
'praxis' which is on principle correct and the infantile disorders from
which it may suffer in emerging revolutionary movements.

Unlike the French proletariat and its political intellectiwls, Ger-
many lacks an unbroken tradition of violent resistance and hence the
historical preconditions for a rational discussion of the historical legiti-
macy of violence. The ruling class which, accordir^ to Adomo's own
ary.ysis, is stfter Auschwitz still pressii^ towards fasdan, would not
be a power at ail if it were unnecessary to complement the Marxist
'weapons of critique' with the 'critique of weapons'. Only then can
critique be the theoretical life of the revolution.

This objective contradiction in Adorno's theory broke into open
conflict and made the socialist students into political adversaries of
their philosophical teacher. As much as Adorno saw through the
bourgeois ideology of the disinterested search for truth as a fetish of
commodity exchange, he equally distrusted the traces of political
struggle in scientific dialogue.

But his critical option, that any philosophy if it is to be true, must
be immanently oriented towards the practiciil transformation of social
reality, loses its binding force if it is not as wdl cq)able of defining
itsetf in organisational categories. Adorno's dialectical concept d nega-
tion moved more and more away from the historical necessity of the
partisanship of theory, which tutd once been part of Horkheimer's
specific differentiation between critical and conventional theory, when
he postiilated the 'dynamic unity' between the theoretician and the
oppressed class.

The detachment from these criteria finally drove Adorno, in con-
fiia with the student movement, into a complicity with the ruling
powers which he himself hardly saw through. The controversy was
by no means only related to the issue of private abstention from
political practice; the inability of Adomo's theory to deal with the
question of orpnisation rather pointed at objective shortcomir^s of
his theory re^rding the epistemologically and ^xnolc^cally central
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category of social praxis.
In spite of this Adorno's philosophy introduced to the politically

conscious students concepts which demystified the ruling system and
defined the need for emancipation; concepts which implicitly suited
the changed conditions of revolutionary situations in the metropolis;
concepts which can no longer be derived from the experience of
crude impoverishment.

Adomo's micTological power of description excavated from the dia-
lectic of commodity production and exchai^e relations the buried
emancipative dimension of Marx's critique of political economy, a
dimension which turns the critique of political economy into revolu-
tionary tiieory, diat is, a dieoiy andysing society with a view to its
radical transformation. This dimension had been forgotten by most
contemporary Marxist economists. Adomo's reflections on the c^e-
gories of reification and fetishisation, on mystification and second
nature, transmitted to a younger generation the emancipated con-
sciousness of Westem Marxian in the twetides and diirties, of Korsch,
Lukacs, Horidieimer and Marcuse, as it articulated itself in opposition
to official Soviet-Marxism.

In his philosophical critique of the fundamentalsintoiogical ideology
of 'being' and of the positivistic ideology of factuality, Adomo decoded
the concepts of genesis and identity. He saw these categories of
dominattOQ emai^diig from the ^here of commodity circulation
whose liberal dialectic, which once l^dmised bourgeois mcsality,
namely the pretence of the fair exchange between equal owners of
commodities, has loitg evaporated.

But the same theoretical iratruments which allowed Adorno to
realise these sociological connections blocked his view of the historical
possibilities of liberating praxis.

A trace of justified mourning vibrates in his critique pronouncing
the death of the bourgeois individual. But Adorno was never able to
transcend immanently in the HegeUan sense this last radical bour-
geois position of his thought. He remained fixed to it, gazing fearfully
at the terrible past with the always belated consciousness of the one
who only begins to understand at dusk.

Adomo's negation of late capitalist society has remained abstract
and has closed itself to the requirement of the definiteness of the
'definite negation', a category to which he knew he was committed by
Hegelian and Marxist tradition.
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In his last work, the Negative Dialectic, he no longer pursues the

concept of praxis in historical materialism in the context of the histori-
cal process which defines its forms, he no lot^er relates it to bour-
geois social relations and forms of ptdetmAn organisation. In his
critical theory the paralysis of class struggles reflects itself as the
atrophy of a materialist understanding of history.

Horkheimer's programme had once defined theory as an integral
part of liberating praxis, but even in those days the bourgeois organisa-
tion of critical theory made it impossible to make this programme a
reality. The destruction of the workers' movement by fascism and their
seemingly irreversible integration into the reconstruction of postwar
German capitalism, necessarily changed the meaning of the categories
of critical theory. Inevitably critical theory had to lose some of its
definiteness, but the process of abstraction went on blindly.

The concrete and material history which Adorno critically posed
against Heid^ger's 'ahistorical concept of history' departed more and
more from his concept of sodal praxis and finally, in his last work, the
Negative Dialectic, it had evapmrated to such an extent that it ap^ars
to have assimilated itself to the transcendental poverty of Heide^er's
category.

In the paper he delivered at the congress of German sociologists,
Adorno ri^tly insisted on die validity of Marxist orthodoxy: that
the industrial fences d production were still organised within capi-
talist relations of production and that pc^tical rule was stUl based on
the economic exploitation c^ the wage w(»rkers. Although at that
conference such ordiodoxy brou^t him into conflict with estaUisfaed
sodolc^, it nevertheless remained ineffective as long as such cate-
gories had tx> connection to material history.

As it moved more and more away from historical praxis, Adorno's
critical theory fell back into traditional forms of contemplation which
could hardly be justified. The process of traditionalisation in his think-
ing shows up his theory as a historical form of reason which outlived
itself. The materialistic dialectic of the fettered forces erf production
reflects itself on the level of his thinking in the image of theory that
fetters itself, inescapably entangled in the immanence of its categories.

'Tlie age of interpretation of the world has past and when the task
is finally to change it, philosophy is bidding farewell.. . the time has
come not for the first philosophy but the last.' Hie last philos(^hy
of Adorno has been unable or unwilling to depart from this farewell.
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